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Introduction
The Internet has become an important information infrastructure to support the modern social economic development and technological innovation. However, the Internet service model which only provides"best effort"services is faced with serious technical challenges in security, mobility and quality of service [1] . To solve problems above, the researchers have put forward the network virtualization as one way to get rid of the future network gridlock.
A fundamental problem in network virtualization is the virtual network embedding problem. At this stage many measures of virtual network embedding by exploiting topological information have been put forward, but most of them just take the node weight of global network into account and ignore the local link topology information and resource property which is around the target node.
To solve the problems above, we evaluate the global network node weight according to the betweenness centrality based on random walks, then introduce and improve cluster coefficient theory into the virtual network embedding to evaluate the local link topological information and resource property which is around the target node to complete the twice evaluation of node. Based on the two points above, we put forward the virtual network mapping algorithm based on social network centrality.
Virtual Network Embedding Problem

Network Model
The substrate network is modeled as a weighted graph
The virtual networks are defined similarly as
Virtual network mapping problem can be defined as:
The virtual network mapping processes are broken up into two steps: 1)mapping the virtual nodes to the substrate nodes meeting the resource constraints; 2)mapping the virtual links to substrate links meeting the bandwidth resource constraints.
Objectives of Virtual Network Embedding
One important objective of VN embedding is acceptance ratio, which is to achieve a high acceptance ratio of the virtual network requests over time. It can be defined as: Another important objective of VN embedding is the long-term revenue to cast ratio, which denotes the economic benefits of accepting VN requests and the cost of an InP. It can be defined as:
the VN Mapping Algorithm Based on Social Network Centrality(RWC)
In this paper, we evaluate the global network node weight according to the betweenness centrality based on random walks, then introduce and improve cluster coefficient theory into the virtual network embedding to evaluate the local link topology information and resource property which is around the target node, completing the twice evaluation of node. Based on the two points above, we put forward the virtual network mapping algorithm based on social network centrality(RWC).
Definition 1
The betweenness centrality based on random walks [2] :
The random walks betweenness reflects the importance of nodes in the network and gives support to the nodes mapping from a global perspective.
Definition 2 Cluster coefficient [3] :
Cluster coefficient reflects the connectivity of the nodes around the node i n . Based on the Cluster coefficient theory, as well taking into account the link bandwidth and topological information, we define the Cluster coefficient as follows:
is the link bandwidth between node i n and j n . In the process of virtual network mapping, the link between node i n and k n is also important, so ) , ( b k j is taken into account as well.
The algorithm RWC maps the virtual nodes based on the Breadth-first Search strategy. RWC firstly computes ib C values of all virtual nodes, then construct Breadth-first Search tree based on virtual network topology. Sorting nodes of every level in non-increasing order according to their ib C values. Bigger the ib C value of a node is, higher the mapping priority is. The algorithm RWC begins mapping the virtual network from the root of Breadth-first Search tree and mapping the virtual link based on K shortest paths algorithm(KSP) [4] . The algorithm is described as follows: 
Performance Evaluation
The virtual networks and substrate network are both generated by the GT-ITM tool. The substrate network is generated with 100 nodes and about 500 links.The CPU of nodes and bandwidth of links in substrate follow a uniform distribution from 40 to 100. The simulation includes 2500 virtual network requirements. The number of nodes in each VN request follows a uniform distribution between 2 and 10, and the CPU of nodes and bandwidth of links follow a uniform distribution from 0 to 50. The probability of each pair of virtual nodes connection is 50%. The runtime of each VN request is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1000 time units, and the VN requests arrive following a Poisson distribution with a mean of five requests in 100 time units. The runtime of simulation is 50000 time units.
The objectives of virtual network embedding are acceptance ratio and revenue to cast ratio(R/C). The algorithms compared are Greedy algorithm [5] (BL) and Closeness Centrality [6] (CL). Figure 1 shows the acceptance ratio of three algorithms. The acceptance ratio of RWC algorithm(88%) is 11% higher than the acceptance ratio of Greedy algorithm(79%), and 2% higher than Closeness Centrality algorithm(86%). The reason is that RWC algorithm not only analyses the weight of global network nodes, but also takes into account the connectivity and bandwidth resource of the link local. Figure 2 shows the revenue/cast ratio of three algorithms. The revenue/cast ratio of Greedy and Closeness Centrality algorithm is about 63%. The revenue/cast ratio of RWC algorithm is about 67%, which is 6.3% higher than the other two algorithms. Because RWC algorithm analyses the topological information of the link. It decreases the number of substrate network link and reduces the cost of substrate network.
Conclusion
In this paper, we research the virtual network from the perspective of network topology, and put forward the virtual network mapping algorithm based on social network centrality. The algorithm introduces the betweenness centrality based on random walks theory and cluster coefficient theory, and analyzes the notwork from both global and local aspects. Experimental results show that RWC algorithm can increase the revenue/cost (R/C) ratio and acceptance ratio.
